## 2007 Season Review

- Maryland lost two of the top players in the country to the MLS in Maurice Edu and Chris Seitz, but the Terps still advanced to the third round of the NCAA Tournament.
- After starting the season 3-4-1, the Terps closed out the regular season with a 10-game unbeaten streak, going 7-0-3 in that stretch to finish 10-4-4.
- Maryland made its sixth appearance in the Sweet Sixteen and is the only team in the country to advance that far in the NCAA Tournament the last six seasons.
- The Terps earned the 13th seed in the NCAA Tournament and is the only team in the nation to be seeded in the postseason in each of the last six seasons.
- Stephen King wrapped up his career with a season for the record books as he assisted on 13 goals which was the second most in a single season at Maryland.
- His 13 assists led the ACC and ranked second in the nation.
- His 33 career assists rank second all-time at Maryland while his 93 points sixth.
- King started in every game Maryland played in his four seasons, earning a spot in the starting 11 a Terps’ record 93 times.
- King was named an NSCAA/adidas All-American, an ESPN The Magazine Academic All-America First Team selection, and the ACC Men’s Soccer Scholar-Athlete of the Year.
- He was drafted by the Chicago Fire in the third round of the MLS SuperDraft.
- Omar Gonzalez, Jeremy Hall, and King were each named All-ACC selections while Rodney Wallace was an All-ACC Freshmen Team honoree.
- Gonzalez was also tabbed the 2007 ACC Defensive Player of the Year, marking the second-straight season that a Terp had won the award.
- Maryland went 9-1-1 in matches when it scored first with the only loss coming against Bradley in the third round of the NCAA Tournament.
- Maryland’s September 7th meeting with West Virginia at Ludwig Field provided the largest crowd of the season as 5,022 fans turned out. That number is the fifth-highest in Ludwig history.
- Freshman Rodney Wallace was second on the team with seven goals. He had a pair of two-goal games against Villanova (10/16) and NC State (10/27).
- Wallace was the first freshman to have a pair of two-goal games in a season since Stephen King did it in 2004.
- On Saturday, October 27, Maryland made history with its 5-0 win against the Wolfpack. The shutout was the largest margin of victory ever at Ludwig Field against an ACC opponent and was the biggest win in a regular season game inside the conference for head coach Sasho Cirovski.
- The Terps had one of the most memorable Senior Nights ever on November 3 - a 4-1 win. Maryland’s three seniors accounted for 10 of the 14 points scored.
- King tied the school record for assists in a game with three. Defender Spencer Allen scored his first goal of the season and second of his career and Aki Kadotani also scored a goal.
- In the 80th minute, junior Graham Zusi was setting up for a free kick on the left side of the box, but head coach Sasho Cirovski called on King to take the shot - which he hit.
- Cirovski said after the game: “They are three great people and you couldn’t have scripted this any better. Spencer Allen scored our first goal as a left back, then Aki Kadotani makes a great play, and Stephen King hits a free kick ... It couldn’t get any better. Those three kids are really special and tonight was their night. It was a perfect night.”

## 2007 Honor Roll

### Omar Gonzalez
- NSCAA/adidas NCAA Men’s Division I All-America Third Team
- NSCAA/adidas All-South Atlantic First Team
- 2007 ACC Defensive Player of the Year
- All-ACC Second Team
- adidas/IU Credit Union Classic All-Tournament Team

### Stephen King
- No. 40 overall pick in the MLS SuperDraft
- Hermann Trophy SemiFinalist
- College Soccer News All-America First Team
- NSCAA/adidas NCAA Men’s Division I All-America Third Team
- NSCAA/adidas All-South Atlantic Second Team
- All-ACC First Team
- Finalist for Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award
- Two-time Soccer America Player of the Week (11/6, 9/5)
- Top Drawer Soccer Team of the Week (9/5)
- adidas/IU Credit Union Classic All-Tournament Team
- ESPN The Magazine Academic All-America First Team
- College Soccer News Preseason All-American

### Jeremy Hall
- All-ACC Second Team

### Michael Marchiano
- adidas/IU Credit Union Classic All-Tournament Team

### Rodney Wallace
- All-ACC Freshman Team

### Graham Zusi
- ACC Player of the Week (9/4)
- College Soccer News Team of the Week (9/4)
- adidas/IU Credit Union Classic Offensive MVP
- adidas/IU Credit Union Classic All-Tournament Team
### 2007 Season Results

**Overall:** 10-6-5 • **ACC:** 4-3-1 • **Home:** 8-2-4 • **Away:** 1-3-1 • **Neutral:** 1-1-0

**Date** | **Opponent** | **W/L** | **Score** | **Overall** | **ACC** | **Goals** | **Att.** | **Saves** | **Att.**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A31 | at #8 Indiana* | T | 1-1 (2ot) | 0-0-1 | 0-0-0 | Zusi | Swaim 4 | 4240 | 2008
S2 | vs. #11 Notre Dame¹ | W | 3-0 | 1-0-1 | 0-0-0 | ZUSI, Yates, King | Swaim 2 | n/a |
S7 | #20 West Virginia | L | 1-0 (ot) | 1-1-1 | 0-0-0 | Swaim 4 | 5022 |
S9 | George Mason | W | 3-0 | 2-1-1 | 0-0-0 | HALL (2), Yates | Holder 1 | 1599 |
S15 | at Boston College* | L | 2-0 | 2-2-1 | 0-1-0 | Holder 1 | 975 |
S19 | Old Dominion | W | 1-0 | 3-2-1 | 0-1-0 | YATES | Swaim 3 | 1312 |
S22 | at #9 Duke* | L | 2-1 (2ot) | 3-3-1 | 0-2-0 | Swaim 9 | 5013 |
O2 | Stony Brook | T | 1-1 | 3-4-2 | 0-3-0 | Holder 3 | 3317 |
O5 | Clemson* | W | 3-2 (ot) | 4-4-2 | 1-3-0 | Swaim 4 | 983 |
O9 | Lehigh | W | 2-1 | 5-4-2 | 1-3-0 | Holder 2 | 3726 |
O13 | #8 Virginia Tech* | T | 1-1 (2ot) | 5-4-3 | 1-3-1 | Swaim 1 | 862 |
O16 | Villanova | W | 4-0 | 6-4-3 | 1-3-1 | Holder 4 | 1603 |
O21 | Cal State Northridge | T | 1-1 (2ot) | 6-4-4 | 1-3-1 | Swaim 2 | 1576 |
O23 | Georgetown | W | 2-1 | 7-4-4 | 1-3-1 | Swaim 2 | 1028 |
O27 | NC State* | W | 5-0 | 8-4-4 | 2-3-1 | Swaim 1 | 1001 |
N3 | #14 Virginia* | W | 4-1 | 9-4-4 | 3-3-1 | Swaim 2 | 3267 |
N9 | at North Carolina* | W | 2-1 (2ot) | 10-4-4 | 4-3-1 | Swaim 0 | 1516 |
N14 | vs. #8 Virginia Tech² | L | 3-0 | 10-5-4 | 4-3-1 | Swaim 1, Holder 1 | 688 |
N28 | Loyola³ | T | 0-0 (2ot) | 10-5-5 | 4-3-1 | Swaim 2 | 1874 |
D1 | Bradley³ | L | 3-2 (2ot) | 10-6-5 | 4-3-1 | Swaim 3 | 1959 |

*Denotes ACC game; Home games in BOLD CAPS; Game-winning goals in caps; ¹; adidas/IU Credit Union Classic (Bloomington, Ind.); ² – ACC Tournament (Cary, N.C.); ³ – NCAA Tournament (College Park, Md.)

### 2007 Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>GP-GS</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>Sh</th>
<th>Shot%</th>
<th>SOG</th>
<th>SOG%</th>
<th>YC-RC</th>
<th>GW</th>
<th>PK-ATT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
11 | Graham Zusi | 21-20 | 6 | 6 | 18 | 49 | .122 | 15 | .306 | 0-0 | 3 | 0-1 |
12 | Drew Yates | 21-7 | 8 | 1 | 17 | 20 | .400 | 14 | .700 | 1-0 | 1 | 0-0 |
7 | Stephen King | 21-21 | 2 | 13 | 17 | 39 | .051 | 20 | .513 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
22 | Rodney Wallace | 21-21 | 7 | 1 | 15 | 34 | .206 | 12 | .353 | 2-0 | 3 | 0-0 |
17 | Jeremy Hall | 18-17 | 5 | 4 | 14 | 37 | .135 | 17 | .459 | 2-0 | 2 | 2-2 |
23 | Aki Kadotani | 17-4 | 2 | 1 | 5 | 11 | .182 | 4 | .364 | 1-0 | 1 | 0-0 |
10 | Billy Cortes | 19-6 | 2 | 0 | 4 | 29 | .069 | 11 | .379 | 2-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
18 | Spencer Allen | 21-20 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 14 | .071 | 2 | .143 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
5 | Doug Rodkey | 19-8 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 6 | .167 | 3 | .500 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
6 | Rich Costanzo | 19-19 | 0 | 4 | 4 | 20 | .000 | 9 | .450 | 5-1 | 0 | 0-0 |
16 | Michael Marchiano | 18-11 | 0 | 4 | 4 | 0 | .000 | 1 | .250 | 2-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
4 | Omar Gonzalez | 21-21 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 27 | .037 | 10 | .370 | 2-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
3 | Sean Flatley | 13-4 | 1 | 0 | 2 | 5 | .200 | 1 | .200 | 1-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
6 | Yannick Salmon | 18-9 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 10 | .000 | 3 | .300 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
20 | A.J. Delagarza | 21-21 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
25 | Tyler Mishallow | 2-0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
24 | Greg Young | 1-0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
21 | Will Swaim | 13-12 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
14 | Kwame Darko | 10-1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
01 | Thorne Holder | 11-8 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .000 | 0 | .000 | 0-0 | 0 | 0-0 |
| Total | 21 | 36 | 39 | 111 | 306 | .118 | 122 | .399 | 19-1 | 10 | 2-3 |
| Opponents | 21 | 23 | 25 | 71 | 169 | .136 | 79 | .709 | 19-1 | 10 | 2-3 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>GP-GS</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Saves</th>
<th>Pct</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
21 | Will Swaim | 13-12 | 1220:09 | 12 | 0.69 | 34 | .739 | 6 | 4 | 3 | 4 |
01 | Thorne Holder | 10-9 | 831:25 | 11 | 1.19 | 18 | .821 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
TM | TEAM | 0:00 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 4 | 1.000 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Total | 21 | 2051:34 | 23 | 1.01 | 56 | .709 | 10 | 6 | 5 | 6 |
| Opponents | 21 | 2051:34 | 36 | 1.58 | 86 | .705 | 6 | 10 | 5 | 5 |

---
³ – ACC Tournament (Cary, N.C.); 3 – NCAA Tournament (College Park, Md.)
Boston College Captures First ACC Men’s Soccer Crown

Game-Winning Goals

1. Mike Grella (DU) 19 6 0.32
2. Cody Amourt (WF) 26 5 0.19
3. Zack Schlakowski (WF) 26 5 0.19
4. Yannick Reyering (UVA) 16 4 0.25
5. Alejandro Bedoya (BC) 21 4 0.19
6. Sherron Mansewell (BC) 21 4 0.19

Goals-Against Avg.

1. Brian Edwards (WF) 24 12 2146.57 0.50
2. Chris Brown (BC) 21 16 1901.21 0.76
3. Will Swaim (WF) 13 12 1220.15 0.80
4. Tyler Deric (NC) 17 17 1627.31 0.94
5. Markus Agner (VT) 18 18 1563.27 1.04
6. Justin Papadakis (DU) 16 18 1450.02 1.12
7. Thorne Holder (MD) 10 11 631.25 1.19
8. Michael Galloobardo (VA) 15 22 1402.46 1.41
9. Joseph Bendik (CU) 19 29 1748.17 1.50
10. Chris Widman (NCST) 18 30 1681.46 1.61

Saves Per Game

1. Joseph Bendik (CU) 19 93 4.89
2. Christopher Widman (NCST) 18 74 4.11
3. Michael Galloobardo (UVA) 15 56 3.73
4. Chris Brown (BC) 21 67 3.44
5. Justin Papadakis (DU) 16 48 3.00
6. Markus Agner (VT) 18 53 2.94
7. Tyler Deric (NC) 17 48 2.62
8. Will Swaim (MD) 13 34 2.62
9. Brian Edwards (WF) 24 62 2.58
10. Thorne Holder (MD) 10 18 1.80

Team Statistics

- Boston College: 21 38 1.81 16 0.76 5
- Clemson: 19 30 1.58 30 1.58 3
- Duke: 20 38 1.90 23 1.15 6
- Maryland: 21 36 1.71 23 1.10 6
- NC State: 18 22 1.22 30 1.57 6
- North Carolina: 20 28 1.40 20 1.00 7
- Virginia: 22 44 2.00 29 1.32 7
- Virginia Tech: 23 51 2.22 28 1.22 7
- Wake Forest: 26 67 2.58 14 0.54 15

ACC Special Honors

- ACC Offensive Player of the Year: Alejandro Bedoya, Boston College
- ACC Defensive Player of the Year: Omar Gonzalez, Maryland
- ACC Freshman of the Year: Corbin Bone, Wake Forest
- ACC Coach of the Year: Ed Kelly, Boston College
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - The No. 9 Maryland men's soccer team battled No. 7 Indiana in an exciting back-and-forth affair and forced the Hoosiers to a 1-1 draw on August 31 at Jerry Yeagley Field at Armstrong Stadium in the adidas/IU Credit Union Classic. Both teams scored in the first half: 1:11 apart from each other and both sides had their chances to notch the golden goal, but the teams settled for the tie.

Junior Graham Zusi recorded the goal for the Terrapins in the 26th minute after Kevin Noschang scored in the 25th for the Hoosiers. Junior Rich Costanzo was credited with the assist as he sent the cross into the box to Zusi. Freshman keeper Will Swaim stopped five shots in goal in his first collegiate start.

Indiana came away with a couple of chances in the first 15 minutes of play as Daniel Kelly got off the first shot on goal of the game 4:13 in, but his attempt was directed right at Swaim who made the easy save. At the 29:30 mark, Kevin Alston was open on the left side and served up a dangerous cross into the box but the Hoosiers were unable to get a foot on the ball.

Maryland got its first quality chance at the 23:35 point in the half when senior Spencer Allen cleared away an Indiana attack. The ball bounced in front of a streaking Zusi with two Hoosier defenders on his tail. The defense applied enough pressure to force Zusi's shot just wide of the net.

The Hoosiers struck first in the 25th minute when Charley Traylor sent in a ball to Brian Ackley. Ackley got a head to the pass and threaded it to Zusi.

Freshman keeper Will Swaim stopped five shots in goal in his first collegiate start.

The defense applied enough pressure to force Zusi's shot just wide of the goal. The Terps responded immediately, however, just over a minute later when Kevin Noschang dribbled through some traffic on the right side and flipped a pass to King in the box. King headed the ball towards the right side of the goal but his shot hit the post and came back and Indiana was able to get away without any further danger.

**TEAM STATS**

| Maryland | Shots 5-3-1-18 3-6-1-13-13
| Iu | Saves 3-1-0-5 2-4-1-8
| | Corner Kicks 0-9-1-10 2-3-1-7
| | Fouls 7-6-1-17 8-7-2-17

**Attendance - 4,240**

**GAME 2**

**SEPT. 2, 2007**

**VERSUS NOTRE DAME**

**3-0**

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Senior Stephen King recorded a goal and an assist as the No. 9 Maryland men's soccer team defeated No. 10 Notre Dame, 3-0, on September 2 in the adidas/IU Credit Union Classic at Jerry Yeagley Field at Armstrong Stadium. The win completes a 2-0-0 season for the Terps as they are now 5-1-0 overall with seven goals for the Terps while sophomores Jeremy Hall and Doug Rodkey each recorded assists. Maryland dominated the Irish for the duration of the game, outshooting Notre Dame 17-3 and keeping Hermann Trophy winner Joseph Lapira in check. It was the first time the Irish had been shutout in 15 games.

Maryland jumped out of the gate in the first five minutes and spent a lot of the time on the offensive, getting off a couple of early shots. The attacking pressure came through soon enough just 4:25 into the match as Hall had the ball on the right side of the box deep near the goal line. Hall flicked it back to Zusi in front of the net who one-timed the ball into the goal for the 1-0 lead.

Zusi got another great chance at the 29:40 mark in the half after he was fouled at the left corner of the goal box. Zusi took the ensuing kick and swung a shot towards the right post, but it was saved by a diving Andrew Quinn. A hard rebound came out to freshman Rodney Wallace, but his shot misfired high.

Notre Dame had its best opportunity of the half with 22 minutes left after a member of the Irish was fouled just outside the box on the left side. Alex Yoshinaga set up for the free kick a yard outside the box, but his in-swinger was headed out of danger and the Terps defense held without giving up a shot.

After a bunch of midfield play throughout the rest of the half, Maryland capitalized and scored its second goal of the game with 4:21 left. After the red and black attack penetrated into the offensive third, King had a defender on him on the left side of the box and kept trying to shake him to find an opening to deliver a cross. King faked towards the goal line and spun inside to send a pass into the box. The pass found Luke Jockusch who placed a shot just left of the post that was saved by Quinn.

Maryland came away with the first shot on goal in the second half with six minutes expired as Zusi served up a Terps' corner into the box. His in-swinger was deflected out but lanced on the foot of King, who fired a liner towards the post. The shot made it through traffic, but Quinn made a good save to keep it out of goal.

Notre Dame finally recorded its first shot of the match with 31 minutes left when Notre Dame lobbed a pass into Lapira who was making a run. The Terps defense was on him, however, and forced a weak shot off the side of his foot that created no danger.

Maryland added its third goal of the game with 20 minutes left in the game when Rodney Wallace sent in a lob into the box while on the attack. Quinn came out to play the ball and looked to easily take it in with nobody pressuring him, but the ball slipped through his hands. Two Maryland players were the behind the keeper to clean up the mess and King was the one who kicked it in.

**BOX SCORE**

**Notre Dame 0 0 0 0 0 0 0**

**Maryland 2 1 3 0 0 0 0**

**Scoring:** MD-2:0-0, ND-4:3-0

**GOALIES**

| MD | Quint (4-3-90) |
| IU | Quinn (4-3-90) |

**GAME 3**

**SEPT. 7, 2007**

**VERSUS WEST VIRGINIA**

**1-0**

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - Dan Stratford scored 35 seconds into the first overtime to lead No. 20 West Virginia to a 1-0 win against No. 6 Maryland on September 7 in front of 5,022 fans at Ludwig Field. Stratford nailed home a cross from Mike Anoa'i seconds after the opening kick in the extra session. The attendance figure is the fifth-highest in Ludwig Field history.

The 5,022 spectators that showed up for Maryland's 2007 home debut outdrew the 4,565 that came out against NC State back on September 16 of last year.
After a back-and-forth 90 minutes that saw both teams squander opportunities, the Mountaineers wasted no time in the first overtime to steal a win on the road. After the kickoff, Anoia dribbled down the left side of the field, found a pass on the right flank, and ventured in the box off of a pass from the senior. His shot was deflected off of the senior and went to Yates to the right. The Severna Park product dribbled to the right side of the box and around a defender and then blasted a shot from 25 yards out saved by Sean Kelley at the 16:49 point in the game, Maryland had a couple of more quality chances in the first 45 minutes with freshman Yannick Salmon missing just wide and classmate Billy Cortes almost forcing an own goal against the Patriots. Salmon had a blast from 25 yards out saved by Sean Kelley at the 16:49 point in the game.

In the second half, the Terps were close to scoring again eight minutes in when Zusi sent in another cross from the left side. The pass reached Wallace, but his header sailed just over the crossbar. Maryland controlled the entire 90 minutes of the match and outshot the Eagles, 28-11, with 12 of its shots on target. The Terps almost put the first goal on the board off of a corner nine minutes in. Junior Michael Marchiano took the corner and delivered a cross to the far post to an awaiting Hall. The Tampa, Fla. native got a head to the ball while back-peddling, but barely missed over the goal. Maryland had two scoring chances in the final 20 minutes for the win. The first came in just five minutes in as Zusi took the corner on the left side. His pass went to the far post with Jeremy Hall heading it into the box. An Eagle defender headed it back to Hall, who jumped and served the ball back into the box. Sophomore Omar Gonzalez was able to get a shot off but the header was saved.

Just over a minute later, Zusi took a corner from the same spot and his pass found senior Spencer Allen. Allen got his head to the ball but his shot went just wide to the right. Allen created another chance at the 36:30 mark as he stole the ball in the defensive half of the field. The Washington, D.C. product dribbled through the open midfield and found a streaking Hall making a run towards goal. Hall went one-on-one with the keeper with a defender behind him, but Chris Brown came out and made the open field save.

BC scored on its first chance of the night with 19:57 left in the half. A Maryland foul in its offensive half of the field allowed the Eagles the free kick. The ball was blasted to the other half of the field with Manswell making a run to the ball in front of him. Manswell got to the ball first and beat the Terps' keeper to put BC up 1-0.

Just over three minutes later, Alejandro Bedoya used some fancy footwork on the right side to find some open field. He then found Shawn Chin in front of him who delivered a cross into the box where Manswell was waiting. Manswell hooked a shot into the left side netting for his second goal of the match and gave BC a 2-0 advantage heading into the half.

The second frame was dominated with midfield play as both teams battled for possession. Boston College got the only dangerous chance in the half as a cross was sent into the box from the left side. Manswell was there again, but this time, freshman keeper Thorne Holder made a good save deflecting the shot over the cross bar.

**Game 5**

**At Boston College**

**Terrapins**

**Game 4**

**Sept. 9, 2007**

**vs. George Mason**

**COLLEGE PARK, Md. - Sophomores Jeremy Hall and Drew Yates led the No. 6 Maryland men’s soccer team in a strong second half as the Terrapins scored all of their goals after halftime in a 3-0 win against George Mason on September 9 at Ludwig Field. All of the Terps’ goals came in the last 20 minutes of the match. Hall established career highs with his two goals and four points while Yates’ three points is also a personal best.**
Maryland dominated the Monarchs in the midfield in the first half with senior captains Stephen King and Spencer Allen commanding the pitch. The Terrapins’ offense fired off five shots while the back line did not allow one. Old Dominion got off five shots in the second half and had its chances but came up empty.

The Terps played most of the first half in their offensive half of the field and with 14 minutes expired, got their first dangerous opportunity. Sophomore Omar Gonzalez found some room about 30 yards out in the middle of the field to blast a shot. The ball was slightly deflected and sailed just high but earned Maryland a corner kick.

Just six minutes in, Steffen Sommerstad found some open space 20 yards out in front of the box. He put a shot on goal but the blast was redirected high by Swaim. Duke was unable to get a shot off of its second corner.

Old Dominion was not without its chances in the second half though. Just six minutes in, Steffen Sommerstad found some open space 20 yards out in front of the box. He put a shot on goal but his attempt was blocked by the Terps, but the deflection landed to a wide open Graham Dugoni on the left side of the 18. Dugoni’s shot went uncontested and beat Swaim as Duke went up 1-0.

Maryland got its first quality chance with 19:30 on the clock as senior Stephen King forced the ball deep into the box on the right side that forced the Duke defense to kick out for a throw in. Senior Spencer Allen lined up for the toss and found sophomore Omar Gonzalez who redirected it back to junior Rich Costanzo, whose blast was deflected right to keeper Justin Papadakis who made the save.

The Blue Devils earned a couple of corner kicks at the 29:00 mark but failed to convert on them. On the first attempt, Josh Bienfeld got off a shot but the blast was redirected high by Swaim. Duke was un
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Wake came right back with another scoring chance as Bone set up Amoux on the left side on the counterattack. Amoux attacked the ball hard in the box, but freshman keeper Thorne Holder came off his line and saved the shot.

The Demon Deacons put the game away with their second goal with just 37 seconds remaining. With nine players forward on the attack, the ball landed on the foot of freshman Billy Cortes, but his rebound attempt was deflected away from danger.

Maryland pushed forward and kept on the attack and three minutes later got another shot on goal. Senior Stephen King found Costanzo in front of the box who fired a shot, but his attempt was deflected by a Wake defender and then saved by a diving Edwards.

The Terps got their best chance for the equalizer with 4:50 left in the half as the ball landed on the foot of freshman Billy Cortes, but his rebound attempt was deflected away from danger.

Maryland continued to control the pace of the game and came up with a few more scoring chances but were unable to find its second goal.

Freshman keeper Thorne Holder recorded three saves in his fourth start while Ditrich stopped five shots for the Seawolves (5-3-1).

The first half belonged to Maryland the entire way with the Terps getting a bunch of scoring chances. Cortes made his presence known immediately in his first collegiate start by getting a shot off seven minutes in. Moments later, King was out in front of the box and found Cortes making a run to his left who finished the play with the first goal of the night.

At the 19:39 mark, the Terps nearly added a second goal when Zusi spotted King on the left side and dished off. King found a seam to shoot and went far post. His shot beat the keeper but not the post, as his attempt hit the right post and trickled out of bounds.

Five minutes later it was King and Cortes again creating havoc in the box as King tracked down a loose ball in front of him. Nobody was there to stop him but the keeper came off his line and the two reached the ball at the same time. The ball deflected towards Cortes who was now clear of his opponent and had his shot blocked by a diving Edwards.

Clemson wasted no time after the halftime break in scoring the equalizer as Greg Eckhardt set up for a corner just three minutes in. In his-scorer's first open Tate Parrish in the box whose header beat Holder to the right side to tie the score 1-1.

The Maryland attack pressed on and four minutes later, almost responded with another goal. After a Clemson foul, Zusi took the free kick about 25 yards out. He decided to keep it goal, but his low blast was saved. Bendik couldn't handle it, though, and the rebound went to the box in which line up for another shot, but it was blocked by a Tiger defender and no danger followed.

Clemson scored its second goal of the night in the 64th minute after a Tiger sent in a cross from the left side. The ball was cleared off the line and a shot from the box was hit, and Sippima tacked a header into the left side netting for the game-tying goal.

Maryland continued to control the pace of the game and came up with a few more scoring chances but were unable to find its second goal.

Freshman keeper Thorne Holder recorded three saves in his fourth start while Ditrich stopped five shots for the Seawolves (5-3-1).
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Clemson wasted no time after the halftime break in scoring the equalizer as Greg Eckhardt set up for a corner just three minutes in. In his-scorer's first open Tate Parrish in the box whose header beat Holder to the right side to tie the score 1-1.
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MARYLAND MENS SOCCER

GAME 11
Oct. 9, 2007

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - With the scored tied 1-1 in the 84th minute, sophomore Jeremy Hall connected on a penalty kick to give the Maryland men's soccer team a 2-1 win against Lehigh on October 9 at Ludwig Field. Classmate Drew Yates scored his team leading sixth goal of the season in the 31st minute in the first ever meeting between the two programs.

Maryland was constantly on the attack throughout the 90 minutes and fired off 16 shots while earning the same amount of corner kicks. The Terrapins' pressure paid off with some early opportunities as six minutes in, junior Michael Marchiano stepped up for a corner kick. His delivery went to freshman Sean Flatley in the box where he headed a ball wide of the target.

A couple of minutes later junior Graham Zusi sent a ball into the box from about 35 yards out on the right side. His pass skipped through the defense to put Virginia Tech up 1-0.

The Terps started to piece together impressive attacks as they moved on a Mountain Hawk defender. The ball bounced once in the box to an awaiting Yates who slipped a shot past the keeper for the game's first goal. It was Yates' first touch of the game which came just over five minutes after he entered the match.

The second half continued much like the first, with Maryland possessing in its offensive half of the field, but it was Lehigh who came up with the first decent chance after the halftime whistle. After some clever passing in the middle of the field, the Mountain Hawks' leading scorer, Kyle Evans, found a seam to shoot. His blast sailed wide to the left and was not a threat.

Maryland got another corner kick a half hour in as Zusi lined up for the play on the left side. His delivery found freshman Billy Cortes in the mix who got a hand to the ball, but his shot was stopped by Lee. A few minutes later, it was Cortes who sent in a corner to sophomore Omar Gonzalez, who missed by inches to the left on a header.

With the Terps constantly on the offensive, it was a Lehigh counterattack that caught Maryland off guard and got the Mountain Hawks on the board. In the 80th minute, Michael Hessemer found himself with the ball on the right side, and saw Jim Tanjara making a run down the middle. Hessemer delivered a good ball to Tanjara, who scored the equalizer late in the game.

Maryland responded with chance after chance following the Lehigh goal and eventually broke through for the game-winner. The Terps earned several corners and only a pair of impressive saves by Lee kept Maryland from getting the go-ahead goal.

With just over seven minutes remaining, the Terps were still pressuring and senior Stephen King was making a run with the ball on the right side of the box. He was tipped up and the referee awarded the Terps the penalty kick, which Hall converted for the win.

Freshman keeper Thorne Holder went virtually uncontested the entire night but was there when Maryland needed him. With 35:14 to go on the clock, Del Guercio posed yet another threat as he handled the ball on the left side of the box where Mike Del Guercio was waiting. He redirected the ball towards the right side of the goal but it hit the post and trickled out of bounds.

It did not take the Terrapins much longer to notch their first goal of the game as Wallace handled the ball on the left side in the sixth minute. Wallace played the ball to Zusi to his right and then made a run towards goal. Zusi flicked a one-time pass in front of Wallace who got to the ball before keeper Jason Friel and put a shot into the back of the net.

Villanova nearly scored an equalizer with 32 four on the clock when Del Guercio ripped a turnaround shot from 25 yards out. Del Guercio nailed the crossbar and the ball popped out to allow Maryland to keep its 1-0 lead into halftime.

It only took the Terps six minutes in the second half to score again as Hall and Zusi set up Wallace perfectly on the left side of the box for his second goal of the night to make it 2-0.

Freshman keeper Thorne Holder went virtually uncontested the entire night but was there when Maryland needed him. With 35:14 to go in the game, Del Guercio posed yet another threat as he handled the ball on the left side of the pitch. He found Joe Taylor who found a seam to shoot and sent in a low blast that Holder handled.

The Terrps added more cushion in the 71st minute as the Terps kept up the offensive pressure. With 11 minutes left in regulation, Zusi set up for a corner kick on the left side. His in-swinger found Wallace in the box who headed a shot towards the left side of the goal, but Agner made a diving fingertip save to keep the go-ahead goal from finding the net.

Hall got another chance with 3:25 to go in regulation as King found Agner and a through ball on the right side. Yates then found Hall in the box with a man on him. Hall made a move, turned and fired, but his attempt sailed just wide to the left.

The first overtime was evenly played as neither side was able to get off a shot. Maryland took three shots in the second extra session to Virginia Tech's one, but none of the chances proved to be dangerous.

GAME 12
Oct. 13, 2007

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - The Maryland men's soccer team went on overtime for the sixth time this season, this time resulting in a 1-1 draw at No. 13 Virginia Tech on October 13 in front of 4,009 fans at Ludwig Field. Sophomore Jeremy Hall scored his fourth goal of the year in the 64th minute for the Terrapins.

Freshman keeper Thorne Holder saved a career high four shots in the 110 minutes while senior Stephen King earned the assist on Hall's tally. The 4,009 spectators that watched the match was the 10th largest crowd in Ludwig Field history.

Holder was pressured early in the match as he had to make a save two minutes in. Patrick Nyarko found Robert Edmans on the right side for a shot and Edmans put it on net, but Holder stopped the shot to keep the Hokies off the board.

Virginia Tech nearly scored with a little under 29 minutes to go when Nyarko sent a cross in from the left side. The pass found the 6-6-6 Edmans in the box who got a hand to it, but his shot hit the cross bar and bounced out. The ball then went to Georg Zehender who fired a shot too high.

The Hokies' pressure paid off in the 23rd minute as Nyarko made yet another run, this time on the right side. After a good individual effort, he found Hall in the box with a man on him. Hall made a move, turned and hit his second PK of the season to make it 3-0.

The first overtime was evenly played as neither side was able to get off a shot. Marylan took three shots in the second extra session to Virginia Tech's one, but none of the chances proved to be dangerous.
Maryland continued on the attack, never letting up in the 90 minutes, and earned its 14th corner kick of the night in the 89th minute. Marchiano stepped up to take it and sent in a pass. The ball bounced around in a crowd for a little bit before Yates sent in a team-leading seventh goal of the year.

**BOX SCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villanova</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring:**
- MD-Wallace (Zusi) 5:04, MD-Wallace (Zusi, Hall) 51:19, MD-Hall (Fed) 70:24, MD-Yates (Marchian) 88:43

**GOALIES (Sv-GA-Mins.)**
- MD: Holder (1:0-80), VILL: Friel (4-3-74), Ward (0-1-16)

**TEAM STATS**
- MD: Shots 12-2-0, Saves 1-1-0, Corners 4-5-4, Fouls 5-4-9, Attendance - 1,603
- VILL: Shots 4-2-6, Saves 1-1-1, Corners 3-2-5, Fouls 4-5-9, Attendance - 7,512

**COLLEGE PARK, Md. - The Maryland men’s soccer team went into overtime for the eighth time this season as it played to a 1-1 draw against Cal State Northridge on October 21 at Ludwig Field. Both goals were scored before three minutes had expired from the clock as it played to a 1-1 draw in College Park, md.**

- The most important save of the day came with just three minutes to play in regulation as Zusi set up for a corner on the right side. His delivery found Wallace in the middle of the box who redirected the pass. His header was on goal, but Guppy made the point-blank save to keep the tying score in place.
- After the first overtime session with each team taking a shot, the second 10 minutes was fast paced with eight total shots. Devin Delo nearly claimed the golden goal 2:42 into the second overtime as he fired a shot that hit the crossbar, bounced down, and stayed clear from the goal line.

**GAME 14 Oct. 21, 2007 vs. CAL. ST. NORTH RIDGE 1-1**

**Maryland’s equalizer came very quickly as Hall handled the ball on the right side. He dribbled through the middle of the field. The ball stayed on the ground and went right to Lopez in the middle of junior Rich Costanzo and sophomore Jeremy Hall.**

- Cirovski started Kadotani at forward in the second half and the move paid off in the 55th minute. King handled the ball on the left side of the box and worked the defender on him, eventually darting for the end line. Before the ball could cross over the line, King went down and sent a short cross from just outside the six yard box. The ball bounced around for a moment before Kadotani got his foot to it and pushed the Maryland lead to two goals.

- The Hoys finally struck in the 66th minute as Sean Bellomy handled the ball in the box. Bellomy found an open Chandler Diggs to his right and dished off to him. Diggs then found Bellomy again who made a move towards goal, and Bellomy put the ball in the back of the net to make it 2-1. The Hoys (5-10-0) were unable to strike again as Maryland came away with the win.

**GAME 16 Oct. 27, 2007 vs. NC STATE 0-5**

**COLLEGE PARK, Md. - The Maryland men's soccer team used the strength of four second half goals to ease by NC State, 5-0, on October 27 at Ludwig Field. Freshman Rodney Wallace scored two goals for the second time this year while junior Michael Marchiano added a career-high two assists.**

- Junior Graham Zusi and sophomore Drew Yates scored unassisted goals for the Terrapins after the 70th minute. It was Yates' team-leading eighth goal of the year. Sophomore Doug Rodkey scored his first collegiate goal in the 79th minute and senior Stephen King and sophomore Omar Gonzalez added assists. King leads the ACC with nine helpers.
- Maryland dominated the pace of the game the entire way leading chance after chance throughout the 90 minutes while NC State managed just one shot on goal. The Terps fired off a total of 24 shots, 13 in the first half, to the Wolfpack's six.

- After spending a lot of time in its offensive half of the field, Maryland finally got a break when Zusi was taken down while making a run with the ball down the middle of the pitch. A yellow card was issued and Marchiano was able to take the free kick from 25 yards out. He put the in-swinger into the box to an awaiting Wallace, who headed a ball beautifully into the left corner of the goal to make it 1-0. After 12:20 left in the first half, freshman keeper Wil Swaim recorded his lone save of the night as Alan Sanchez found a seam to shoot on the right side. He blasted a shot toward the far post, but Swaim made a diving save to keep Maryland's lead safe.
The best chance Maryland had to extend its lead in the first half came off the counterattacking from Swaim’s save. The offense pushed down field and cross was sent in from the left side. The pass found Yates at the far post, and with the keeper out of position, headed the ball toward goal. A NC State defender stepped in, though, and kept the second goal from scoring.

Maryland’s attack broke out in a big way after the halftime break with four goals. The Terps earned a corner in the 60th minute and Marchiano stepped up to deliver the pass. His ball skipped through to the left side of the box where Gonzales was waiting. The sophomore flicked a pass to Wallace to his right, who blasted a shot into the back of the net for his sixth goal of the season.

The Terps added three more goals after the 70th minute with the first coming from Zusi at 70:18. Gonzalez took a throw-in on the left side and sent it into the box. The Wolfpack defense got to the ball first and tried to kick it out, but the ball landed right to Zusi, who took a shot at goal. A NC State defender was there to stop the ball again, but the linearmen declared the ball over the line to give Zusi the goal.

Rodkey scored the first goal of his career in the 79th minute when King sent in a pass from the right side near the end line. The ball was perfect, finding Rodkey on the left side of the box for the score.

Maryland finally put an end to the scoring in the 83rd minute as the Terps swarming attack forced NC State to make another team save. This time, the ball deflected right to Yates, who put the ball back into the net for the 5-0 win.

**BOX SCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>NCST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shots</td>
<td>3-3-2</td>
<td>4-2-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saves</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>1-5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Kicks</td>
<td>4-3-7</td>
<td>2-2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouls</td>
<td>12-8-20</td>
<td>7-10-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOALS (Sv-GA-Mns.)**

MD: Swaim (1-0-90), NCST: Widman (4-5-90)

**TEAM STATS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MD</th>
<th>NCST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corner Kicks</td>
<td>3-3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouls</td>
<td>10-6-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>3,267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAME 17**

**Nov. 3, 2007**

**1-4** vs. **Virginia**

**GAME 18**

**Nov. 9, 2007**

**At North Carolina**

**2-1**

**COLLEGE PARK, Md.** - With the help of its three seniors in their final regular season home match at Ludwig Field, the No. 25 Maryland men’s soccer team beat No. 14 Virginia, 4-1, on November 3 in front of 3,267 fans. Stephen King led the way as he had a hand in all four goals, scoring one and distributing the other three assists.

King, who has never missed a start in his career, was in the starting lineup for the 89th time which ties the program record held by Keith King, who has never missed a start in his career. King was in the starting lineup for the 89th time which ties the program record held by Keith King, who has never missed a start in his career.

Maryland capitalized on their chance when Zusi and Wallace hooked up on the left side of the box. The Terps earned a corner kick, but the ball was returned to the Terps by the NC State defender. The ball was played from the box to the left side where Zusi was waiting. The sophomore flicked a pass to Wallace to his right, who blasted a shot into the back of the net for his sixth goal of the season.

The Terps earned a corner kick with just three minutes expired in the second half, but the ball was deflected wide by NC State’s defense. The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

Maryland got off to a fast start in the first half as King scored off three early shots on goal. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.

The Terps were able to keep the pressure on the NC State defense and fired off three early shots. One of those was a great scoring opportunity as senior Stephen King set up a good scoring chance for the Terps as he took the ball and fired at the goal, but the shot was deflected wide by NC State’s keeper.
The Maryland defense was able to block a pair of shots before they got anywhere to thwart the attack, setting up for the penalty shootout.

The Terps’ attack broke through in the 17th minute when senior Spencer Allen sent a long shot from the back line towards the box. A Bradley defender deflected it wide, but the Terps were able toget a second chance and then Holder stopped Camilo Correa’s shot to make it 2-0. Sophomore Omar Gonzalez gave the lead back to Maryland with his goal and then Holder guessed correctly again, this time stifling Juan Cantillo.

Hall stepped to the ball knowing that one more goal would seal the win and he delivered, beating Kocic to send Maryland into the third round of the NCAA Tournament for the sixth straight season.

Both teams spent time on the attack in the first half with Maryland getting a bulk of the chances. Junior Graham Zusi sent a cross into the box from the right side 15 minutes in and found Hall who redirected towards goal. Kocic was there to make the save though.

Loyola’s only quality chance of the half came with 27:59 to go as Phil Bannister handled the ball deep in the box on left side. He fired, but his shot sailed high over the post.

The Terps had another chance to score with 10:15 left in the half as junior Rich Costanzo had the ball about 35 yards out. He decided to blast a shot towards the right side which surprised Kocic, but he came up with the diving save to keep the game scoreless.

Swaim was finally tested with 27:43 to go in regulation as Bannister again struck a hard shot to the left side. Swaim dove to his right and kept the ball out of the net. Maryland’s best chance in the half came when Costanzo served a ball into the box for King. The pass found him in the box and King headed it towards goal, but Kocic made the diving save.

The only shot in the two overtime periods belonged to Loyola a minute into the next extra session. Correa served the ball into the box where two Greyhounds were with a pair of Terps defenders on them. The Maryland defense was able to block a pair of shots before they got anywhere to thwart the attack, setting up for the penalty shootout.

NASCAR SWEET 16
COLLEGE PARK, Md. - The No. 19 Maryland men’s soccer team lost to Bradley, 3-2, in the NCAA Tournament Third Round on December 1 at Ludwig Field. The Terrapins dominated most of the match and held late a 2-0 lead, but the Braves scored twice in the last three minutes and then scored the game-winner in the 99th minute for the win.

Maryland came out and dominated the first half with as they fired off 14 shots to Bradley’s two. The Terps almost got on the board less than 10 minutes in when junior Michael Marchiano found freshman Rodney Wallace on the left side of the field. Wallace sent a low pass into the box to sophomore Jeremy Hall who redirected the shot from point blank range, but Mike Haynes made the stop.

The Terps’ attack broke through in the 17th minute when senior Spencer Allen sent a long shot from the back line towards the box. A Bradley defender deflected it wide, but the Terps were able toget a second chance and then Holder stopped Camilo Correa’s shot to make it 2-0. Sophomore Omar Gonzalez gave the lead back to Maryland with his goal and then Holder guessed correctly again, this time stifling Juan Cantillo.

Hall stepped to the ball knowing that one more goal would seal the win and he delivered, beating Kocic to send Maryland into the third round of the NCAA Tournament for the sixth straight season.

Both teams spent time on the attack in the first half with Maryland getting a bulk of the chances. Junior Graham Zusi sent a cross into the box from the right side 15 minutes in and found Hall who redirected towards goal. Kocic was there to make the save though.

Loyola’s only quality chance of the half came with 27:59 to go as Phil Bannister handled the ball deep in the box on left side. He fired, but his shot sailed high over the post.

The Terps had another chance to score with 10:15 left in the half as junior Rich Costanzo had the ball about 35 yards out. He decided to blast a shot towards the right side which surprised Kocic, but he came up with the diving save to keep the game scoreless.

Swaim was finally tested with 27:43 to go in regulation as Bannister again struck a hard shot to the left side. Swaim dove to his right and kept the ball out of the net. Maryland’s best chance in the half came when Costanzo served a ball into the box for King. The pass found him in the box and King headed it towards goal, but Kocic made the diving save.

The only shot in the two overtime periods belonged to Loyola a minute into the next extra session. Correa served the ball into the box where two Greyhounds were with a pair of Terps defenders on them. The Maryland defense was able to block a pair of shots before they got anywhere to thwart the attack, setting up for the penalty shootout.